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Purpose
I

creation planners, landscape architects, and other Forest Service resource managets
are interested in providing high quality recreation settings, experiences, and benefits Par
their constituents. This is accomplished, in part, by linking the Scenery Management
System and the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) System. In addition, providing
a single constituent inventory and analysis for both systems is helpful in coordinating
management practices.
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Discussion

The ROS SysWh OF~Bdewloped in the late 1970's. The Forest Service issued
guidelines for implementing the ROS System in 1980, almost a decade after
implementing Tire Y"rstralManagement System. Since 1980, the Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum has matured to become a very useful planning and
management tool in the Forest Service. It has been adopted for use in several States,
the first two being Oregon and Washington, where it is linked to the State
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCOW).
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Alernative Landscape Character Variations and Scenic Integrity Levels will have
varying effects on Recreation Setting characteristics.
Alternative Recreation Setting Variations will likewise have varying effects on
Landscape Character and on Scenic Integrity.

Mapping
Existing ROS Classes

In order to establish and map existing ROS classes, three "settings" are inventoried:
physical, social, and managerial. Figure F - 1 shows some different attributes of the
three ROS settings.

Physical Setting

Size
Remoteness
Evidence of Humans

Social Setting

Number of Encounters
Type of Encounters

Managerial Setting

Regimentation
Control
Facilities

Based upon combinations of these attributes, all National Forest System lands are
categorized into one of six different ROS classes shown below. (See ROS User's Guide
for details of inventory process.)
Primitive (P)
Semi-Primitive Non-Motorized (SPNM)
Semi-Primitive Motorized (SPM)
Roaded Natural-Appearing (RN)
Rural (R)
Urban (U)

Recreation Value

Although the ROS User's Guide mentions the need for establishing a value for different
landscapes and recreation opportunities within a single ROS class in the attractiveness
overlay, there is currently no systematic approach to do so. For instance, in most ROS
inventories, all lands that are classified semi-primitivenon-motorized are valued equally.
Some semi-primitive non-motorized lands are more valuable than others because of
existing scenic integrity or scenic attractiveness. The Scenery Management System
provides indicators of importance for these in all ROS settings. Attractiveness for
outdoor recreation also varies by the variety and type of activities, experience, and
benefits possible in each setting. A systematic process is needed to inventory and rate all
of these recreation attributes for each setting with the character and condition data
coming from the Scenery Management System.
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Scenic
lntegrity Objectives

There are obviously some combinations of scenic integrity objectives and Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum classes that are more compatible than others. For instance, it
would be inconceivable to have a scenic integrity objective of low in a primitive ROS
class, because there should be no roads or on-site developments within 3 miles (or
equivalent screening) of an area designated for primitive recreation opportunities. The
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Primer and Field Guide has addressed this issue.
On page 10 of the Primer, there is a chart of naturalness linking ROS classes to scenic
condltion objectives (from the VMS), repeated here in Figure F - 2 with changes that
reflect the change in terminology from the VMS to the SMS.

Scenic Integrity Objectives

ROS

Very High

High

Moderate

Primitive

Norm

Inconsistent

Unacceptable Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Semi-primitive
Non-Motorized
[SPNM)
Semi-primitive
Motorized

Fully
Compatible

Norm

Inconsistent

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

Fully
Compatible

Fully
Compatible

Norm (1)

Inconsistent

Unacceptable

Roaded
Natural-Appearing

Fully
Compatible

Norm

Norm

Norm (2)

Inconsistent(3)

Fully
Compatible

Fully
Compatible

Norm

Norm (2)

Inconsistent(3)

Fully
Compatible

Fully
Compatible

Fully
Compatible

Fully
Compatible

Not Applicable

Rural
{R)
Urban

Low

(1) Norm from sensitive roads and trails.
(2) Norm only in middlegroundconcern level 2 (Mg-2), where a Roaded Modified subclass is used
(3) Unacceptable in Roaded Natural-Appearing and Rural where a Roaded Modified subclass IS used
It may be the norm In a Roaded Modified subclass.
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Very Low

Apparent Conflicts

In the past, there have been apparent conflicts between The Visual Management System
sensitivity levels and ROS primitive or semi-primitive classes. One apparent conflict
has been where an undeveloped area, having little existing recreation use and seldom
seen from sensitive travel routes, was inventoried using The Visual Management System.
The inventory led to a "sensitivity level 3" classification, and thus apparently
contradicted ROS inventory classes of primitive or semi-primitive non-motorized or
semi-primitive motorized. Using criteria in The Visual Management System, in a variety
class B landscape with a sensitivity level 3, the initial visual quality objective is
"modification" or "maximum modification," dependmg on surrounding land
classification. However, because of factors such as few social encounters, lack of
managerial regimentation and control, and feelings of remoteness, the same area having
little existing recreation use may establish an ROS primitive, semi-primitive nonmotorized, or semi-primitive motorized inventory classification.
- -

There have been concerns over the premise of The Visual Management System that the
visual impact of management activities become more important as the number of viewers
increases; yet The ROS System emphasizes solitude, infrequent social encounters, and
naturalness at the primitive end of the spectrum, with frequent social encounters and
more evident management activities at the urban end. Value or importance are
dependent on more than the number of viewers or users, and the key is that both the
Scenery Management System and ROS are first used as inventory tools. Land
management objectives are established during, not before, development of alternatives.
Where there does appear to be a conflict in setting objectives for alternative forest plans,
the most restrictive criteria should apply. An example might be an undeveloped land
area in a viewshed managed for both middleground partial retention and semi-primitive
non-motorized opportunities. Semi-primitivenon-motorized criteria are usually the
more restrictive.

Recommendations

The Scenery Management System and ROS serve related, but different, purposes that
affect management of landscape settings. In some cases, ROS provides stronger
protection for landscape settings than does the Scenery Management System. This is
similar to landscape setting protection provided by management of other resources, such
as cultural resource management, wildlife management, and old-growth management. In
all these examples, there may be management directions for other resources that actually
provide higher scenic integrity standards than those reached by the Scenery Management
System. Different resource values and systems (the Scenery Management System, the
ROS System, cultural resource management, wildlife management, and old growth
management) are developed for differing needs, but they are all systems that work
harmoniously if properly utilized. In all these examples, there are management decisions
made for other resources that result in protection and enhancement of landscape settings.
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